
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
visual associate. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for visual associate

Heavily participates in walk through presentation in the mock studio for
seasonal store sets
Works directly with senior management in assisting/performing styling and
merchandising tasks in creating the brand room presentation for CEO walk
through
Drafts weekly direction for visual merchandising updates and in-store
marketing to the field
Will competitive shop to ensure current best ideas are explored and
innovative and exciting new ideas surfaced
Prepares and conducts Visual Training Workshops with District Managers,
partnering with Manager
Attends new store openings and/or store visits to validate corporate
direction, check for learning and elevate presentation (schedule permitting)
Collaborates with Store Communications and Purchasing on communication
to the field regarding the rollout of new fixture programs
Works closely with Graphic Designer in developing store set document from
beginning to end
Maintains database of calendars and distros
Exhibit an ability to follow creative lead as expected, and you will also
contribute to push the creative envelope in a constructive, memorable way
with the customer in mind
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Must be able to prioritize work and complete projects with a sense of
urgency
Must be a self-starter and team player willing to contribute to a fast paced,
dynamic and creative environment
Must have flexible schedule to fit business needs
Candidate must have installation experience
Candidate must have transportation (will be required to visit stores and
transport props/printed assets)
Must be open to feedback, changes and open to being challenged on a daily
basis, collaboration and partnership is a necessity


